
 

Free crochet pattern for pennant bunting

Download PDF here

This pattern was designed by Thilde Errebo for Rito's 6th birthday on January 15, 2020. Best wishes
to the entire Rito family, which I am very proud to be part of as an ambassador. The pennant bunting
is made with Infinity Hearts Rose 8/4 yarn, which is 100% cotton.

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/[pdfLink]
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/776-infinity-hearts-rose-8-4


 

Measurements

The pennant bunting measures approx. 175 cm.

Materials

Crochet hook size 2.5 mm
Darning needle for assembly
(Possibly) stitch markers and row counter

Yarn consumption

Scheepjes Twinkle Yarn Glitter 941 Gold 10 g
Infinity Hearts Rose 8/4 Yarn Unicolour 19 Red 7 g
Infinity Hearts Rose 8/4 Yarn Unicolour 179 Yellow 7 g
Infinity Hearts Rose 8/4 Yarn Unicolour 156 Green 7 g
Infinity Hearts Rose 8/4 Yarn Unicolour 140 Mint 7 g
Infinity Hearts Rose 8/4 Yarn Unicolour 193 Orange 7 g
Infinity Hearts Rose 8/4 Yarn Unicolour 109 Royal Blue 7 g

Abbreviations

dc - double crochet

ch - chain stitch

sl st - slip stitch

Instructions

You crochet the pennant back and forth in rows. Instead of making decreases, you skip the first stitch
in the row. Doing it this way creates a better shape for your pennant.

1 rw. Cast on 11 chain stitches and turn the work

2 rw. 10 dc + 1 turning chain

3 rw. 10 dc + 1 turning chain

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/210-haeklenale
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1338-stoppenale-uldnale
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/426-maskemarkorer-markeringsringe
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/223-omgangstaellere
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/scheepjes-twinkle/18895-scheepjes-twinkle-garn-glimmer-941-guld-8717738956418.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-rose-84/8692-infinity-hearts-rose-8-4-garn-unicolor-19-rod-5713410002148.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-rose-84/8702-infinity-hearts-rose-8-4-garn-unicolor-179-gul-5713410002247.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-rose-84/8700-infinity-hearts-rose-8-4-garn-unicolor-156-gron-5713410002223.html
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/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-rose-84/21079-infinity-hearts-rose-8-4-garn-unicolor-109-kongebla-5713410012543.html


 

 



 

 

From now on you don’t make turning chains, instead you simply begin in the second stitch on the
row.

4 rw. 9 dc

5 rw. 8 dc

6 rw. 7 dc

7 rw. 6 dc

8 rw. 5 dc



 

 



 

 

For the last rows, you make an extra row between the decreases – you therefore make a turning
chain in every other row.



 

 

 

9 rw. 4 dc + 1 turning chain

10 rw. 4 dc

11 rw. 3 dc + 1 turning chain

12 rw. 3 dc

13 rw. 2 dc + 1 turning chain



 

14 rw. 2 dc

15 rw. 1 dc and finish with a slip stitch

 

  

Some would prefer to weave in the red ends now, but I prefer to do it after adding the gold lining. You
can do it however you prefer.

Now, you crochet the gold lining on the pennant. Begin by casting on a stitch on your hook. Then you
make a dc in the first row and hereafter you make a dc between each row.  At the bottom tip, make 3
dc - then continue on the opposite side.



 

 

  

The bunting string

Now, you weave in all ends and assemble the pennants on a long row of chain stitches.

I have made 100 ch, and then make double crochet stitches along the top of the pennant – 15 ch –
another pennant, and you continue like this until you have assembled all the pennants. Finish with
100 ch and 1 sl st.



 

 



 

 

Designed by: thildethordahl (Thilde Thordahl)
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